
What can 
create for you?
General Tools

•Quote /Estimate Systems
•Cost Calculators
•Decision Support Tools

Data Capture and Tracking

•Application Forms
•Registration Forms
•Customer Enquiry Tracking
•Customer Feedback
•Customer Complaint Tracking
•Document /Tender Submission
•Image/Photo /File Submission
•Surveys of any size
•Marketing Response Tools
•Public Comment Systems
•Online Petitions
•Wish Lists /Registries

Publishing

•News Publishing
•Event Listings /What's On
•Photo Galleries
•Document Distribution
•File /Package Distribution
•Web Diary /Blogs
•Directories
•Links Lists /Pages
•Dynamic /Adaptive
Documentation

Extremely Specialised 
Versions of

•Catalogs
•Sales Channels
•Shopping Carts
•Other Business Processes

Private/Intranet Databases

•Sales Lead Databases
•General Task Tracking
•Customer Support Tracking
•Membership Databases
•Subscription Databases
•Call Centre Data Entry
•Database Query Tools
•Reporting Tools
•General Information Systems
•Web Views of Existing
Databases

•Data Entry Systems

Complex Systems

Mix and match any of the 
examples listed above. Combine
multiple functions into one 
integrated solution.

Implement arbitrary business
rules on the data, enforce con-
straints, and embed automatic
calculations.

Provide different public, private
and privileged interfaces.

Protect your applications using
one or more of:
•No Authentication (public)
•Single Password Protection
•User /Password Login
•Simple Admin Rights Flags
•Complex Role Based
Authentication

•Multiple Users and Groups
•Access Control Lists
•External /LDAP/Apache Auth

Mix in extra functions like 
logging, audit trails, “For Printing”
views, caching, generation to
static HTML files, export to CSV,
Excel or XML.

Add existing modules from the
free Comprehensive Perl Archive
Network to do, or connect to,
just about anything.

Function and display are kept
highly separate, for simplified
layout and style changes. Add
function without changing your
existing graphic /web designer.

Testable prototypes can be
made available on short notice.

Spec, build and deploy in as 
little as 24 hours.

Deploy to mass hosting environ-
ments, general web servers, 
intranet hosts, accelerated
servers, or high-end clusters.

Arrange a one-off, well defined,
and fixed scope project, or work
with us over time to plan, 
schedule, iteratively implement,
and “evolve” your software.

TAILORED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
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